I hate to clean the shower And no one wants to use a dirty shower! What’s a person to do?
When we first got our motorhome, we tried using a squeegee followed by a towel on the
shower walls and glass to keep them from getting a build-up from all the hard water and
soap scum films. Then one day we noticed the spray bottles of daily shower
cleaners. Everyone one we picked up had a warning about using them on brass and
several other surfaces – what a disappointment! Then we ran across Arm & Hammer’s
Clean Shower. It’s safe to use on brass. Starting with a clean shower, a little misting of
the walls after every shower is all it takes to keep the shower stall looking like NEW –
after spritzing the inside of the shower, just let it air dry. DO NOT wipe it down! Even
the floor drain stays clean! We highly recommend it and won’t leave home without
it. You should be able to find it on the shelf in most grocery stores and Wal-Mart stores.
The product was originally called Arm & Hammer Clean Shower but Church & Dwight
bought the product from them and latest bottles are labelled Scrub Free Clean Shower
Daily Shower Cleaner - the stuff the bottle is still the same.
(If you start with a shower that needs cleaning, it will take longer to see the results)
SCRUB FREE CLEAN SHOWER®
Daily Soap Scum and
Mildew Stain Preventer

Description
The standard of purity. Just spray & walk away!
Prevents soap scum & mildew stains. Daily use
prevent soap scum & mildew stain buildup. No more
scrubbing. No harsh chemical fumes. Fresh clean
scent. Works great on all shower surfaces (Safe to
use on most shower surfaces, does not contain
bleach. Do not use on damaged surfaces, refinished
tubs, natural stone or natural marble. For other
surfaces, test in an inconspicuous area.). Does not
leave a dull residue when used as directed.
Made in USA.
Directions
For best results, start using Arm & Hammer Clean
Shower after your shower has been thoroughly
cleaned and you'll never hate to scrub away soap
scum and mildew stains again. Clean Shower
actually prevents their buildup. Just spray Clean
Shower on tiles, tubs, curtains, shower doors and all
wet surfaces after every shower. It will prevent soap
scum and mildew stain buildup. No need to scrub,
wipe or rinse.

